INTRODUCTION
The transit dose component of a brachytherapy source movement from the safe to the dwell positions, between the dwell positions, and when returning to the safe has been studied previously, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] reporting differences up to a factor of 10 for the source speed for the same afterloader. 8 The effect of these differences on the transit dose component for clinical brachytherapy treatments performed with a HDR 192 Ir source was evaluated recently. 8 The study demonstrated potentially significant dose variations depending on the speed profile. These publications indicate a need to obtain accurate source speed profile measurements. In this work, we report on such measurements for a single type of afterloader.
Previously reported measurements were performed using a video camera, 1, 4 up to 30 frames per second (fps), an ionization chamber, 3 oscilloscopes connected to the afterloader, 9 optical fibers to detect induced Cerenkov radiation, 5 and film dosimetry. 2 This work describes the speed profiles obtained using a high speed video camera. Transit dose distributions and dose reductions due to dwell time corrections were calculated using a Monte Carlo (MC) code, 6 (Monte Carlo N-Particle), 10 as described in the supplementary material. 12 
METHOD AND MATERIALS
Dwell times and source speed profiles were measured for a microSelectron v.3 192 Ir source (Nucletron, an Elekta company, Stockholm, Sweden) using a Sony NEX-FS700 (Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) video camera with 960 fps to register the source trajectory. Time resolution was assessed by recording a stopwatch display as (1.04 ± 0.01) ms. Experimental uncertainties are described in the supplementary material. 12 For this study, the trajectory of the source inside of a transparent channel aligned with 0.05/0.10 cm resolution rulers was recorded (Fig. 1) . The source trajectory was registered using: from 1 up to 18 dwell positions; interdwell distances of 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 1.50, 2.50, and 5.00 cm; and source step sizes from 0.25 to 1.00 cm. The higher resolution ruler was used to calibrate the pixel width (3.78 ± 0.04) × 10 −3 cm for most of the videos.
Source positions were evaluated frame-by-frame with inhouse software developed using  version 8.0 (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA). The region of interest (ROI) that represents the source trajectory was manually assigned and then the pixel intensity profile, without the source, was recorded as the background (BG) profile. Source structures (e.g., the tip and the welding) can be easily identified dividing the pixel intensity profile inside the ROI of each frame by the BG profile as illustrated by the top-right figure in video 1 (Ref. 12) . This video shows the software used to track the source, the source movement, and intensity profiles including F. 1. Experimental setup for source speed measurements. The insert (topright) was obtained from one of the acquired slow motion videos. The source guide was positioned to be clinically relevant avoiding excessive bending during the experiments. reference lines, with fixed distances between them, associated with source structures. These lines were included to verify possible misdetections. Average speeds were calculated over three measurements.
All speed values were averaged over distance intervals of 0.2 cm (v 0.2 ), except when otherwise stated. The dwell time correction applied by the afterloader was measured for all setups by comparing the programmed dwell time against the dwell time recorded using the video footage. Dwell times were measured after the source comes to rest at the specified dwell position.
The source trajectory between two consecutive dwell positions starts with the source leaving the first dwell position and ends immediately before the source reaching the second dwell position for the first time. We noticed that, after the source reaches a dwell position, it overshoots and oscillates around it, an effect that was not considered for the average speed determination. The duration the source spends oscillating around a dwell position was measured.
RESULTS
Figure 2(a) shows the average speed (v 0.2 ) for the average of six measurements, consisting of three arrival profiles and three return profiles. Video 1 (Ref. 12) shows an example of the measurements with one dwell position at the end of the trajectory. There is no continuous slowing down since the motor stops instantaneously at the dwell position causing source oscillations around it. No differences were seen for the arrival and return source speed profile due to the source stopping when arriving at a dwell position and accelerating from rest when returning to the safe. This is because the source acceleration is high and average speeds were obtained over 0.2 cm reducing the differences in the speed profile near the dwell position. The only exception was noted for one point at 0.5 cm from the dwell position for which the arrival and return speed values were added in Fig. 2(a) .
Video 2 (Ref. 12) shows the source movement described in Fig. 2(b) withv 0.2 values obtained for six dwell positions equally spaced between 0 and 5 cm. The source speed appears to exhibit a periodicity. The labeled points in Fig. 2(b) refer to the following phases: (1) source accelerating after leaving the dwell position; (2) source reaches maximum speed; (3) source decelerates reaching the lowest speed around 0.5 cm from the dwell position; (4) source accelerating again; (5) source reaches a high speed just before dwelling.
The source stops at nonprogrammed positions for less than (0.005 ± 0.001) s, which can be seen in video 2 (Ref. 12). However, Fig. 2(b) does not show zero source speed at nonprogramed dwell positions since only averagedv 0.2 values are shown. The speed variation appears to reduce with larger distances as can be observed in video 3 (Ref. 12) that shows the source movement between two consecutive dwell positions, at 0 and 5 cm, also depicted in Fig. 2(c) .
According to the manufacturer, to compensate for the transit time, the afterloader reduces the dwell time at each dwell position with the time spent in traveling to it, to a maximum of 0.1 s. The measured mean value of this correction is (0.06 ± 0.03) s, which is in good agreement with Wong et al. 1 (0.07 ± 0.01) s. The time correction was measured for 43 dwell positions going from (0.030 ± 0.007) s up to (0.096 ± 0.037) s for interdwell distance of 0.25 and 2.5 cm, respectively. In addition, we verified that the source spends up to (0.026 ± 0.005) s oscillating around the dwell positions after the motor stops (video 4). 12 The amplitude of the oscillation depends on the interdwell distance which is 0.08 cm for the source arriving at the first dwell position, 0.15 cm for 0.25 cm interdwell distance (video 4), 12 0.05 cm for 0.5 and 1 cm interdwell distances, and 0.08 cm for 2.5 and 5 cm interdwell distances.
The source step size of the afterloader is either 0.25, 0.50, or 1.00 cm. This did not cause measurable differences for interdwell source speed profiles for 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 2.50, and 5.00 cm interdwell distances. On the other hand, the speed profiles depend on the interdwell distance following nonuniform movements. Table I shows the average speed obtained in this work compared against literature data.
DISCUSSION
The periodic speed variations seem to be independent of the interdwell distance. For example, the speed profile for 1 cm interdwell distance [ Fig. 2(b) ] is similar to the speed profile of the first centimeter obtained with 5 cm interdwell distance [ Fig. 2(c)] . Moreover, the speed profile obtained with 5 cm interdwell distance was used to obtain average speeds for the first 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, and 2.50 cm of the source trajectory. All values obtained are equivalent to the average speed profiles obtained for equivalent interdwell distances (Table I) within uncertainties. The highest average speed for the 0.5 cm interdwell distance occurs due to the absence of nonprogrammed dwell positions for this interdwell distance. In addition, the source reaches the maximum speed [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)] within 0.5 cm interdwell distance and does not reach it for a 0.25 cm interdwell distance, which also explains a higher average speed for the 0.5 cm than for 0.25 cm interdwell distance.
The complex behavior of the source movement, including very short stops at nonprogrammed positions, was also observed for another afterloader by Wojcicka et al. 2 One possible explanation for the observed variations could be attributed to a motor warm-up since the amplitude of speed oscillations reduces with distance [ Fig. 2(c) ]. It can also be due to wire spring or another mechanical property of the equipment, which was not evaluated in this study.
The periodic speed variations may explain differences obtained in the literature as source speed varies significantly with source position. Studies performed with a video camera with a lower frame rate or detectors at fixed positions would not have the required spatial/temporal resolution to observe these effects. This explanation does not apply for integration methods, which may indicate that differences can T I. Average source speed over the interdwell length for interdwell distances of 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 2.50, and 5.00 cm. Uncertainty values were not available for all references. All values were obtained for a Nucletron afterloader (Nucletron, an Elekta company, Stockholm, Sweden), however, the model may change. be due to high uncertainties and/or different behaviors between each piece of equipment or their models. This highlighted the importance of including transit dose component measurements in quality assurance (QA) tests since low speed sources can lead to high transit doses. 8, 11 Williamson et al. also described a simple methodology to measure source speed using an ionization chamber and how to estimate the transit dose that can be employed for QA tests.
11
The transit dose does not seem to be significant for the obtained speed profiles. On the other hand, our results show that the transit dose is not uniformly distributed and that the transit dose for dwell positions far apart was not fully corrected showing over and underdoses (supplementary material). 12 
CONCLUSION
A high speed camera allowed a detailed determination of the source movement, which can be clearly visualized with the videos included in this paper. The dwell time correction applied by the manufacturer may lead to doses, averaged over the volume, equivalent to the planned doses since the transit time between the dwell positions may be fully compensated reducing the dwell times. This depends on the distances between dwell positions, though. However, the transit dose distribution is not uniform and, ideally, should be considered during treatment planning to optimize the dose distribution. This issue increases in importance for slower moving brachytherapy sources.
